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◎1 Analysis of cell polarity and
migration/invasion of cancer cells

南　康博
（細胞生理学）

I will overview the roles of Wnt signaling in cancer cell behaviors and will introduce several experimental methods to
analyze cancer cell behaviors.

◎2 Analysis of cellular functions by
using fluorescent proteins

岡田　太郎
（生化学）

The fluorescent proteins are now widely used in the research of cell biology, not only as a reporter of expression but
also as biosensors. In this lecture, several techniques using fluorescent proteins for analysis of cellular function will
be presented.

◎3 Tissue interactions in neural crest
cell development and disease

榎本　秀樹
（神経分化・再生）

Neural crest cells (NCCs) are multipotent cells that differentiate into various cell types including neurons, glia,
pigment cells, bones and cartilages. NCCs are also highly migratory during development. In this lecture, I will talk
about how these properties of NCCs are linked to development and developmental disorders.

◎4 Molecular basis for tumor
suppressor gene function

前濱　朝彦
（分子細胞生物学）

This lecture will introduce the molecular mechanisms for famous tumor suppressors and their deregulation in tumors.

◎5 Basic study of herpesvirus 森　康子
（臨床ウイルス学）

The mechanism of herpesvirus infection will be lectured.

◎6 Basics of lipid signaling 伊藤　俊樹
（膜生物学）

This lecture will introduce the basic principles of signal transduction pathway mediated by lipid molecules in the
biological membrane.

◎7 Fundamentals to recent topics on
neuropsychopharmacology

北岡　志保
（薬理学）

This lecture will help you understand neuropsychopharmacology and provide a guide to the recent topic in stress-
induced cellular and behavioral changes.

◎8 Introduction to Forensic
Toxicology and Forensic Pathology

上野　易弘
（法医学）

The general basics of Forensic Toxicology and Forensic Pathology will be lectured.

9 環境に配慮した実験を行うために 牧　秀志
（環境管理センター）

環境に配慮した実験を行うために

◎10 Basics of immunohistochemistry
and its pitfall

伊藤　智雄
（病理診断学）

Immunohistochemistry is an essential method in current pathological diagnosis and various medical fields. With
appropriate staining procedures, we can learn various things from the result, which lead to accurate diagnoses and
various scientific facts. However, once we face with inappropriated staining or unexpected
results,mmunohistochemistry will turn to be fairly misleading and lead to impossible mistakes. In this lecture, basics
of immumohistochemistry and its pitfalls will be discussed.

◎11 Introduction to Virology 勝二　郁夫
（感染制御学）

The general basics and the current topics of Virology will be lectured.

◎12 Humanized mice: xenograft mouse
models in translational biomedical
research.

齊藤　泰之
（シグナル統合学）

Humanized mice, defined as mice engrafted  with human cells and tissues, provide many opportunities to study
human biology such as human hematopoiesis, immunity, infectious diseases, and oncology in vivo. This lecture
highlights the development and utilization of humanized mice models.

◎13 Basics of stem cell biology and
aging

仁田　英里子
（生体構造解剖学）

The fields of stem cell and aging researches have been established by Japanese pioneer researchers. The overviews
including association with diseases or clinical applications will be presented.

◎14 Basic principal of analytical
chemistry

篠原　正和
（疫学）

Overview and applications of Mass Spectrometry based analytical chemistry for medical research.

◎15 Introduction to membrane traffic 匂坂　敏朗
（膜動態学）

Molecular mechanisms of membrane traffic and cell-free assay systems for analyzing membrane traffic will be
presented.

◎16 Introduction of morphological
approach for the understanding of
human carcinogenesis

横崎　宏
（病理学）

Overview of morphological methods used for the analysis of human cancers will beprovided by demonstrating our
recent findings on the cancer-stromal interactions in alimentary tract cancers.
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